
Beware of these wolves in sheep's clothing

“Yesterday you just posted one of the screenshots showing the rotten
fruit of the false teacher Brat Kiko who has a porn star on his like
list. Please also post the remaining evidence of his false teachings.
Brat Kiko is a follower of the guru Rico Kolodzey, about whom you
warn on your site in the following place:

False  doctrine  and  bad  fruit  (a  pornstar's  public  declaration  of
liking by Brat Kiko) always go hand in hand. He damages the testimony
of Christians by connecting biblical sites with dirty porn sites.
This is also called hypocrisy.

Both are members of the german cult group „Gnade und Bibel. Das Wort
Der  Wahrheit  recht  geteilt.”  -  Brat  Kiko  spreads
Hyperdispensationalism/Bullingerism/Ultradispensationalism  by
distributing texts with the false doctrine and without naming the
author in different languages and allowing them to appear as his own.
They don't shy away from stealing intellectual property. These texts
are bad translations and come from hyperdispensationalists who act
aggressively for their false teachings here on facebook, where one
copy of the other texts, translate them, claim them as their own and
distribute them in several languages. - These people do not shy away
from attacking Christians with false teachings via email. Please warn
against this unbiblical sect on your pages.

One more note: Brat Kiko has publicly reunited with Kurazell Joerg,
whom he previously accused of supporting false doctrine. Now both are
allied against those who enlighten on the false teachings. In the
next PM I'll send you the screenshots that prove it. Beware of these
wolves in sheep's clothing. I ixxed the names of the brothers who are
being slandered by Kurazell. Brat Kiko and Kurazell have now joined
forces  in  twisting  the  Word  of  God  and  blaspheming  against  the
brothers.“ - Nick N.

https://www.facebook.com/8Christen/posts/pfbid04RM2k436YoxBRw5CfrkaKVHKBjZXWp5Jz6AK9vuAw1ijXbykLxjPE7bqaFoJ3S3Ul
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1JcYdGskHzz_CFHJ9S7Pgoln3MiM5feom/view?usp=sharing















